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take our survey!

respond by

december 31!

please take our survey to be entered to 

win one of three gift baskets filled with 

goodies and gift cards that you can only 

find in gloucester city.

simply use your cell phone camera to scan 

the qr code below!



social 

Marketing the NPP District, activities, events, and 

assets while enrolling District stakeholders in 

relationship-building and fun. In a post-COVID world, 

cultivating social value will be accomplished virtually 

as well.

npp values

visible

tangible

asset-based

community-driven

change

Place

Working to enhance the value of the buildings, the 

streets, and the entire physical realm. If you can see 

it or touch it, NPP is probably seeking to make it 

better.

civic

Engaging the community to help address real needs. 

Building partnerships with public and private sector 

entities to leverage their time and talents into the 

NPP District. Communicating the importance of the 

District.

economic

Supporting and coordinating small business 

recovery, growth and sustainability, both on the 

street and on-line. Fostering property value 

stabilization, local job opportunities, and new 

investment.

For more information on the irishtown
neighborhood preservation plan - call (856) 456-0205 x217

When the DCA introduced the current version of 

the NPP, they stressed the value of both economic 

development and neighborhood revitalization in 

the designated areas.  The local implementation 

plan will be created with those two focuses in 

mind – to help reinvigorate the business areas in 
the district while increasing support for the 

susurrounding residential areas.

The Neighborhood Preservation Program (NPP)  

directly serves targeted neighborhoods

throughout the state and provides money to

revirevitalize areas in decline. the program is An 

overall comprehensive and cooperative approach 

that includes all sectors of the community and 

promotes a unified effort that has proven to be a 

successful strategy.
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